
What does Pending alarm (awaiting panel's programmed delay) mean?
A Pending Alarm means that the entry delay has expired and the panel is in full alarm, but the monitoring station has not
yet been alerted. After the panel's programmed dialer delay has expired, the monitoring station is then sent the alarm
signal.

Pending alarm notifications are included with full alarm notifications. It is not possible to receive full alarm notifications
and not receive pending alarm notifications.

Note: Events such as Duress Alarms and Fire Alarms typically bypass the dialer delay and alert the monitoring station
immediately. Panics (e.g. Police and Medical) may bypass the dialer delay on some panels.

Dialer delay

The dialer delay exists to reduce false alarms when a user mistakenly activates a sensor or does not enter the code to
disarm the panel in time.

The length of the dialer delay is determined by the panel's programming. On certain panels, dialer delay can be enabled
and disabled for the panel or a specific zone. The dialer delay is programmed for 30 seconds by default into all of the
panels Alarm.com supports. It is typically restricted to a minimum of 15 seconds. Each panel has different parameters
for how the dialer delay can be configured, and what sensors and sensor types have dialer delays enabled. For more
information, see the specific panel's dialer delay settings article in Panels.

As a general rule, all non-fire zones including police and medical panics have a built-in dialer delay and are therefore
protected by dialer delay Crash & Smash protection.

Entry delay

The entry delay is the time that a user has to disarm the panel after entering through a door that is programmed to
function with an entry delay. The length of the entry delay is determined by the panel's programming.

Event history for pending alarms

1. After the entry delay, the dialer delay is initiated at the control panel. Alarm.com receives an alarm event in the
event history indicating that the panel is awaiting its programmed delay.

2. At that point, if the customer is set up to receive notifications for alarms, they receive a notification that indicates
why they received a pending alarm and what a pending alarm is. In the event history, it appears as shown in the
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following image:

Note: When customers have alarm notifications enabled, it sends them the pending alarm and full alarm
notification. It is not possible to receive full alarm notifications and not receive pending alarm notifications.

3. If the system is not disarmed by the end of the pending alarm (dialer delay), the system sends a full alarm to the
monitoring station.

4. If Alarm.com does not receive a disarm event or a full alarm after the dialer delay has expired, the system may
have been damaged so Alarm.com forwards an alarm to the monitoring station as though we had received a full
alarm from the panel. However, the notification sent to the customer indicates that the alarm was a suspected
alarm (possible Crash & Smash). The text of this notification gives a description of what a suspected alarm is, and
why it was sent out.

This dialer delay Crash & Smash signal is enabled by default for all Alarm.com security systems. For more
information about Crash & Smash, see Alarm.com Crash and Smash - User Guide.
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